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steps for 7: click start, click control panel, and then double-click add a program. in the search box,
type device manager and then click ok. in device manager, click expand to expand the view menu
to more views, and then click show hidden devices. in device manager, click the + button on the

right side of the drivers tab. from the drop-down menu, select unknown devices and then click ok. in
device manager, right-click the unknown device, and then click update driver. browse your

computer for the appropriate driver. hid input devices use various hardware protocols, such as i2c,
m-bus, smbus, infrared, rs232, and usb, to send reports. usb is the most common transport, but

other transports are available in some cases. here is a complete list of the technologies for
connecting to a hid device. if you're in windows 7 or later and you want to connect to a usb device,

then installing the appropriate driver is the first step. the following diagram shows the steps you
can use to connect to a usb device from device manager. so my only real point of it is there, not

something you would really want to be using on a consistent basis. it's a cool little device. great size
and range of options for the kind of touch input you can get but just no stability. still having issues. i

just can't figure it out. i thought maybe it was somehow related to the health of the battery, so i
replaced it and have yet to get the same issues. i have tried a few times with a new battery, other
touch-screen options and every thing i can find on the internet to no avail. there are more people
complaining about it than i've ever seen of any of the other models. needless to say i will try other

options as well as help others through my own research, but for now, i am stuck and i am beginning
to think it is not only my inexperience with the other touch options but also an issue with that

particular model of touch screen.
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i connected my wintab to my pc, powered on and restarted the tablet. i then tested various touch
points on the screen; and the screen responds as i'd expect it to. i wouldn't describe the

touchscreen's performance as perfect (there's a slight delay from when my finger touches the
screen and it registering with the app), but for a device that costs $299, i'm honestly happy with it.

i've put a breakpoint in the kernel and traced the hit registers as my finger touches and moves
around the screen. what i found was interesting; the top-level and sub-collections seemed to
behave as i'd expect, but the sub-sub-collections weren't consistent at all and the minidriver
appeared to be inverting my selections on me (from the point of view of the device). my next

experiment was to load the silead driver and run the same application. lo and behold, the drivers
register the touch as expected. it doesn't appear to be inverting the input data, if that makes sense.
the first thing i did was to unplug the usb otg adapter and power down my device. i then connected
the wintab to the pc using the provided micro usb cable. i then installed and ran the goodix driver,
and it all worked perfectly. i then tried unplugging the cable and powering down the wintab; only

this time i used the silead driver. i then tried plugging in the micro usb adapter to my pc and
installing and running the silead driver; the wintab appeared to lose its wifi connection and

rebooted, with the screen displaying only a blinking cursor. the touch display was read-only. i then
removed the usb adapter and restarted; and the touchscreen became read-only again. i'm not
entirely sure why this happens or what the consequences of it is - maybe something to do with

optimising the usb otg power usage? 5ec8ef588b
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